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 Lead your army of Samurai warriors through 19 different scenarios set in many different historical periods and locations, each
with its own unique challenges. Each scenario is a unique challenge that allows you to play differently than you have in the past.
Designed as an expansion to the base Shogun 2 game, Total War: SHOGUN 2 is the complete, definitive strategy experience!
Features: - 9 new scenarios from periods like the Mongol invasions and the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) - Hire a trusted advisor
that can provide useful advice - All units, resources, buildings, units, and armies are completely customizable - Map effects can
change how the battlefield looks, how units behave, and how useful buildings are - In every battle, turn-based combat is a key
component - You are given the freedom to pause and explore your options during any battle - You can use the same tactics,

armies, and strategies you have used in previous Total War games - Maps are beautiful and attention-grabbing - Command your
army to overwhelm your opponent, or fight a defensive battle to gain an advantage - The battlefield is dynamic with map effects
such as rain, snow, earthquakes, typhoons, fires, and clouds of dust - As the game progresses, you will find that you can change

how the world looks, the map effects, or the weather - Build a base camp, forge an alliance, send out scouts, and seize your
enemies' castles - Each scenario is a full campaign where you win or lose - A new difficulty setting will allow you to play with
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even higher levels of complexity - Shogun 2's best-selling trading system has been improved - Choose from two new trees of
resources, including new resources - New audio cues for your units' basic animations - Much more! Total War: SHOGUN 2 is
the first Total War title that brings the games' renowned combat to the battlefields of historical periods around the globe. Lead

your army of Samurai warriors through 19 different scenarios set in many different historical periods and locations. Each
scenario is a unique challenge that allows you to play differently than you have in the past. The Ultimate Strategy Experience.

Total War: SHOGUN 2 is the perfect mix of real-time and turn-based strategy gaming for newcomers and veterans alike.
Whether you prefer to outmaneuver your enemy or bludgeon them into submission, there is something for you in every

situation. Lead your army of Samurai 82157476af
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